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Ukrainian IT market to change its
development model in 2009
The economic crisis has transformed the Ukrainian IT industry. During
the last two months of 2008 sales in key market segments dropped by
20-50%. The declining purchasing power does not represent the only
challenge for IT companies in Ukraine. Changes in buyers’ needs have
made many established IT products and services needless. In 2009
almost all vendors will have to re-think their business models, search for
new products and optimise performance. Those who manage to pass
this exercise successfully will stay in the business and even gain better
market positions.
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Leading distributors and system integrators in Ukraine
do not expect the Ukrainian IT market to recover quickly.
In 2009 market volume will be approximately 30%
smaller than in the previous year. Sales could begin to
climb again only in 2010, and only if the overall economy
improves in Ukraine. Future growth rates will also not be
as high as they had been in the past.
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But despite the economic crisis, in the country with
46 million citizens, developed industry, banking sector
and infrastructure, there is still significant potential for
IT business. Ukraine had heavily underinvested in IT in
the past and still falls behind other Central and Eastern
European countries in PC penetration level, IT spending
per capita and usage of management information
systems in traditional business.
Suppliers of IT products and services to Ukraine
mention that even in industries very much affected
by the crisis, such as banking and metallurgy, there are
strong players who have been able to stabilise their
operations and have implemented anti-crisis measures.
These companies already use advanced IT systems
and will need further IT investments for efficiency
improvement. However, their IT needs and the projects
they are looking for are different from the mainstream IT
needs and projects executed before the crisis.
In 2009 the role of the Ukrainian IT market engine will
pass from retail hardware sales to corporate IT system
optimisation and upgrade projects. The market will not
ask for design and engineering of new data centres and
network infrastructure, supply of high-end servers and
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lots of performing workstations as it had in 2007 and
2008. These segments will shrink significantly. The future
also looks bleak for multi-month implementations of new
full-scale ERP, CRM or BI systems.
What Ukrainian IT buyers will be looking for is
improvement and better performance of existing
IT systems. Solutions like server and data storage
virtualisation, cost control or modifications of corporate
information systems due to business restructuring have
high chances of market success in 2009.
IT projects should meet at least the following three
basic criteria to be in demand during an economic crisis:
 Should be fully operational within three months
and start generating or saving money immediately
after implementation.



Should have high and transparent return on
investments (ROI) and entail low risk.

These changes represent big challenges and
opportunities for vendors active on the Ukrainian IT
market. In addition to the current problems of liquidity,
lower revenues, high costs and unsold inventories,
IT companies will need to resolve more fundamental
issues of careful selection of market segments and of
building up attractive solutions and developing the right
internal competences.
Companies with a portfolio of established clients have
better chances of survival. The most optimistic forecasts
for market performance are formulated by suppliers
of solutions for corporate information systems and IT
consultants, while retailers of in-a-box software and PCs
do not expect their market segments to behave well.
Some PC retailers have started to develop additional
services, like “computer first aid” and support services, to
balance sales.
The interviews with leading market players showed
significant variance and sometimes even contradiction in
the respondents’ vision of interesting market segments
and sellable solutions. For example, some managers
believe IT outsourcing has good chances while others
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think that lower wages and surplus skills will make
outsourcing needless during the crisis.
Almost all Ukrainian IT vendors developed anticrisis packages for their clients at the end of 2008. Also,
they started to offer new distribution models, like SaaS
(software as a service), leasing and even trial piloting.
It is difficult to forecast which model will become
successful as today the Ukrainian IT market is dependent
on a number of highly unpredictable factors, including
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performance on export markets and internal political
development in the year of president elections of 2009.
One issue is certain: changes will happen fast and results
will be visible closer to autumn 2009.

This article is based on the report “IT market in Ukraine
2009. Development forecasts for 2009-2013” published by
PMR Publications in January 2009.
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About PMR
PMR www.pmrcorporate.com
is a publishing, consulting and market research company providing information, advice and services to
international businesses interested in emerging markets around the world.
As rapidly growing developing countries grow and come to represent an increasing proportion of the world’s
economy, they offer major opportunities to international companies. Our clients see globalisation as an
opportunity more than a threat and we enjoy bringing our experience to them. We look for ways to replicate their
success in other markets. To reach the best clients, to take on and win against local and international competitors
and to have the most appropriate cost structure to make sustainable long term profits.
With highly more than 70 highly skilled staff, top ranked websites and over 13 years of experience, PMR is one
of the largest companies of its type in the region of Central and Eastern Europe. Founded and run by successful
business people with track record of achieving market leadership in the areas they operate, PMR offers both
practical business advice and excellent research and analytical skills.
PMR developed its skills and experience in “hard to research” ex communist countries. We found that our clients
requested the same level of service and approach in more developed countries like France and Germany, big
developing countries like Brazil and Russia, and wealthy Asian tigers like Taiwan.

PMR divisions:
PMR Consulting www.pmrconsulting.com
has provided a wide range of services in 20 countries of around the world: market entry feasibility studies,
sourcing, CI (competitive intelligence), strategic advisory, FDI assistance (M&A and greenfield projects), quick
consulting as well as other services and support a company might require to enter a market, find a business
partner or gain reliable information.
Our services are always tailored to the specific requirements of our clients, many of which are Fortune
500 companies. Our work doesn’t stop with the handing over of a report but we will help our clients with
implementation of our recommendations. We aim to make our clients more successful in developing countries.

PMR Research www.research-pmr.com
is the specialised custom research unit of PMR. It offers a full array of qualitative and quantitative research
methodologies, providing services such as customer satisfaction studies, brand awareness and brand image
research, distribution and competition studies, segmentation analyses, fieldwork, online surveys and customised
analyses of selected branches of the economy. PMR Research’s services are available in over 20 countries of
Central and Eastern Europe.

PMR Publications www.pmrpublications.com
provides reliable market intelligence for business professionals interested in Central and Eastern European
countries as well as other emerging markets. Publications by PMR analyse the business climate in the region,
in particular in the construction, retail, IT, telecommunications and pharmaceutical sectors.
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PMR Publications offers both free and paid subscription newsletters, internet news portals and in-depth reports.
To find out more about Poland and other emerging markets please visit www.polishmarket.com,
www.ceemarket.com and www.china-business-market.com, as well as the regional and national sector portals dedicated
to construction (www.constructionpoland.com, www.constructionrussia.com, www.constructionukraine.com), IT
(www.ictrussia.com) and telecom (www.ceeitandtelecom.com), retail (www.retailpoland.com, www.ceeretail.com,
www.russiaretail.com) and pharma (www.pharmapoland.com, www.ceepharma.com).

